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1. Introduction
The MIND-SETS project aimed to break new ground in our understanding of mobility and the role it
plays in people’s lives – and it succeeded. Stakeholders from city planners to the mobility industry
and European Commission officers have hailed it as ‘a breath of fresh air’ and ‘truly inspirational’.
The project took a completely new approach to understanding mobility by coordinating research and
practice from a very wide range of disciplines that work to better understand and improve our lives:
From understanding the role of mobility in the cultural and social development of our species
through anthropology, to the medical and psychological sciences that diagnose the impacts of
mobility on our well being, to the social sciences that diagnose how mobility impacts on the cohesive
and divisive forces in society, and on our daily lives. This ‘out of the box’ journey undertaken in MINDSETS has proved of immense value in fully understanding how mobility features in our mental and
physical lives – how this is changing – and how we can use this ‘new knowledge’ to provide a new
type of support to the mobility industry, to transport planners and policy makers and to further
research.
This journey, in the words of one of the MIND-SETS experts, “MIND-SETS has developed an approach
that breaks with established mobility concepts, paradigms and dogmas. The MIND-SETS approach
makes professionals think about mobility problems from new angles, which will enable new products
and services to be designed to meet the needs of rapidly changing lifestyles”. The MIND-SETS
consortium consists of a specially selected group of 8 multi-disciplined partners from across Europe
(Belgium, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania and Spain). These partners have used the
knowledge coordinated within MIND-SETS to make a real breakthrough in understanding mobility – a
new approach exploited through a knowledge centre that also breaks new ground, in moving away
from generic guidelines to tailored support for target groups.
This journey would not have been as easy, nor as valid, were it not for the programme of exploitation
with the target groups at all stages of the project. The target groups were established at the outset
and an exploitation plan developed, both for the duration of the coordination phase, for the support
phase and for the project legacy phase (Deliverables 5.1 and 5.3). Engagement with stakeholders
from the MIND-SETS target groups, started in the first months of the project during spring 2015
(Workpackage 2), intensified in the autumn of 2015 (Workpackage 3) and consolidated during 2016
(Workpackages 4 and 5). This report will underline the strength and intensity with which every stage
of the MIND-SETS thinking was validated with the target groups – from the overall concept and
approach, to the detail of how best to plan the support and the legacy. Overall, we can estimate that
approximately 450 stakeholders in the 4 MIND-SETS target groups were actively engaged in the
project at different stages of the work; engaging all member states. This figure does not include
those attending the various exploitation events that provided comment and feedback and the many
one-to-one meetings with key stakeholders and members of the European Commission Directorates.
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The stakeholder engagement in MIND-SETS covered all of the target groups and was undertaken in
eight actions:
• One to one expert interviews with specialists on futures, specialists on the generations and
innovators from the mobility industry (large companies and start-ups) and innovative
politicians (2015)
• Semi-structured interviews with transport planning professionals from across Europe (2015)
• Wide expert consultation with 141 mobility practitioners from across Europe (2015)
• Detailed interactive consultation with experts in the mobility field from across Europe
(Barcelona 4 workshops) (2015)
• Citizen engagement (4 focus groups in 4 countries across Europe) (2015)
•
Engaging MIND-SETS across national stakeholders – a high level workshop of mobility
stakeholders in Romania (2016)
• EC Research cluster – Safety, human factors and behaviour – a discussion between related
Horizon 2020 projects in the safety area (2016)
• The MIND-SETS Think Tank workshop in Brussels (2016)
The results of the engagement with stakeholders are presented in the following sections of this
report. Each section summarises the discussions held, the areas of stakeholder consensus opinion
in relation to the MIND-SETS approach, the areas of divergent opinion and the areas where they felt
their knowledge to be insufficient.

2. Working with innovators for a new generation of mobility
products and services
2.1 Understanding the generations as a tool to understand mobility
futures
The MIND-SETS consortium has developed an approach to better understanding mobility, part-based
on the changing lifestyles of the generations. The generations are seen as 15 year time periods,
through which it is possible to define clear changes in the beliefs, values and preferences of people
– each generation has its own ‘identikit’.
The European population, EU28, has been segmented into six generations:
➢ Digital aboriginals (born since 2000)
➢ Millennials (born between 1985 and 1999)
➢ Prime Busters (born between 1970 and 1884)
➢ Baby Bloomers (born between 1955 and 1969)
➢ Master Boomers (born between 1940 and 1954)
➢ The Silent Generation (born before 1940)
The breakdown of the EU population into these generations is shown in Figure 1, based on Eurostat
data from 2015 for EU28 (individual member state statistics are provided in D1.2c)
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The 15-year definition of
each generation is not
an arbitrary value but
one developed over the
last 200 years, as a
convalescence
of
thinking from historians,
sociologists
and
philosophers – it is
worth a digression to
underline
the
importance
of
generations in the MINDSETS
approach.
Historically,
older
Figure 1: The EU population by
generations, succeeded
generation in 2015
younger generations ‘in
power and control’ (the historian Soulavie, 1803). In generational theory, social evolution is seen as
a balance of two ‘instincts’ throughout life – the instinct of ‘preservation’ among older generations,
balanced against the instinct of ‘innovation’, characteristic of the younger generations (the founder
of sociology, Comte, 1839). The sociologist, Karl Mannheim (1928) was the first to detail a theory of
the generations. Generations are a ‘social layer’ that is superimposed on a culture, based on the
time of birth and biological rhythm. Those born in the same time period share the same experiences
of the ‘spirit of their time’ and they develop an affinity for each other. They share a physical, mental
and psychological development, and a shared destination. They are different to those of previous
generations, and the culture develops based on the progression of these generations.
Generational footprints are born at the crossing point between youth and adolescence; and they
endure. At this point, a generation becomes aware what it wants to transform and, by default, what it
is happy to inherit from previous generations. Generations define a radical social change, influenced
by champions. Without generations, no social innovation would be possible.
So when we talk of generations in MIND-SETS, we talk of two dimensions (after Strauss and Howe,
1991):
• Generations that have their own ‘identikit’ or ‘footprint’ of common values and experiences,
formed mainly in adolescence, and
• Life stages- these are the stages of life through which the generation will age, taking its
‘footprint’ with it, from idealistic youth into middle aged decision-making roles and so on.
Of course the boundaries between these generational profiles are blurred and transitional, not
abrupt. A person’s individual set of beliefs, values and preferences, for example, are affected by their
‘personal construct’ – that is, are they more extrovert or introvert. There may be cultural differences
between countries or regions. In general what the evidence shows today is that the younger and
more ‘digital’ the generation, the greater the uniformity across countries; among the oldest
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generations, the more likely cultural differences may occur. However, despite these caveats, the
consortium have found that adopting generational theory and conducting an assessment of the
behaviour of generations provides a much better understanding of mobility behaviour than an
assessment using conventional methods.

2.2 Stakeholder validation of the generation approach in MIND-SETS
The generational approach in the project was validated with stakeholders, one-to-one interviews
undertaken by the MIND-SETS partner, Pocket Marketing. These stakeholders covered leading
specialists from research, from mobility product and service providers (representing the largest
companies and innovative start-ups), and from the public sector professional and political
dimensions. The list of the 11 experts is shown in Table 1.
Name
Johan Peter Paludan, along with
Carsten Beck and Henrik
Persson
Professor Hens Becker

Role
World-renowned futurologist at
the Copenhagen Institute for
Future studies
Professor of sociology at the
University of Utrecht
Behavioural
psychologist,
focusing her research on
behavioural change

Expertise/Interest
Future studies

A specialist on the behaviour of
the generations
Fran Bambust
To use her 7-E model,
developed with Pelle Guldborg
Hansen of the iNudgeyou
Institute, Denmark
Sven Augusteyns
Urban designer
Responsible for a citizen’s
movement that advocates a
ring road underground in
Antwerp to create green spaces
in the city
Aart Bontekoning
Organisational psychologist and Cross-generation management
specialist on generations
in organisations.
Geertrul Jacobs
Brand strategist
Consumer typologies based on
generations and lifestyles.
Stella Victoria Schieffer
Project manager for Google in ‘Social transport’ application
Zurich
Bringabee.
Gilles Vesco
Vice-Mayor of Lyon
Responsible for sustainable
mobility policy
Ellen Raport
Mobility expert for Bond Beter Federation of environmental
Leefmilieu
organisations in Belgium
Eric Van den Heuvel
Head
of
corporate Rolled-out the Car2go car
communications at Daimler
sharing scheme.
Maarten Koolman
Founder and managing director Car sharing scheme that allows
of Tapazz
people to share cars with
neighbours
or
colleagues
(bonds)
Table 1: Stakeholders interviewed relating to generations and future lifestyles
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The results of the validation for this part of the project have produced ‘qualitatively derived’ profiles
for each generation based on quantitative survey evidence from secondary sources (for example
surveys by Intel, Google, reported in Deliverable 2.1c), and the consensus interpretation of results
and trend information by Pocket Marketing validate by the 11 expert stakeholders. This generational
profiling has proved a strong tool with which to support the 4 target groups for MIND-SETS (see
Deliverables 4.1 and 5.2). Based on secondary data sources and further expert interpretation, it is
possible to periodically refine the profiles as new evidence emerges.

2.3 The validation of the generational dimension of MIND-SETS
The experts were in strong agreement that the generational perspective could add considerable
value to the understanding of mobility in rapidly changing lifestyles in Europe. The stakeholders
made many points and the main ones are summarised below. Three areas dominated discussion –
the importance to examine the younger generations, achieving behaviour change within generations
and using what motivates each generation to segment society into groups that can broadly define
mobility mind-sets. In this assessment, many mobility products and services were discussed and
these are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: The products and services that contributed to this stakeholder engagement

Car2Go (Daimler)
Moovel (Daimler)
Anybot Q8
(telepresence)
Velo v (bike share)
Tapazz (car share)
Bringbee (social
transport)
Proxiliving (3rd places)
Yust (3rd places)
Greenwheels (car
share)
Bolides (car share)
BMW Active Tourer
Tesla
Chinese BYD
Google

Uber
Wikispeed (collaborative racing
car)
Mobil Punkt (Bremen)
Octopus card (multi-use –
Hong Kong)
Joint café and workspace
(Bangkok)
Hotel Shani (Austria 3rd place)

Selfridges UK)
XKuty (Spain)
Glowing lines (road markings)
(Netherlands)
BMW Valet App. (Germany)
MyWays (Sweden)
DRIVE (safety monitor)

Peapod, Webvan (home
delivery)
Food trucks
IBM

Bringme (ecommerce)

Kandi technologies (China)
Tesco
The Chef’s farm
Proactiv
Toyota

Flinc/Navigon
Halfbike
Hotel Utopia
Amsterdam Elektrisch
Amazon (Drones)

Urbanauts hotel
BlablaCar
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Jan Rotmans (DRIFT, Erasmus University, Rotterdam) stressed in the validation, “We do not live in an
era of change but in a change of eras”. He identified 4 broad societal challenges that the MIND-SETS
approach would need to encompass – the ‘Anarchonomy’, climate change, the pro-urban future and
the participation culture. These challenges are emerging from the values of the younger digital
generations
The youngest Digital Aboriginals, vary radically from other generations as they have grown up with a
very different relationship with technology – being continuously digitally connected is like oxygen to
this generation – a new augmented layer on top of reality – creating their own worlds. One of the
experts, Johan Paludan (Copenhagen Institute for future studies) notes of the new generation of
‘Anybot’ ‘Segway-like’ robots transform the idea of ‘telepresence’. You can live and work in two
places with these robots. Robots like Anybot will substitute digital presence for physical presence.
This will appeal to the new generation of Digital Aboriginals as they grow-up with a permanent
presence of digital media. It will become the usual mode of collaboration. Understanding this new
reality will be critical in MIND-SETS support. In addition to the importance of a new digital reality
through greater telepresence, Johan Paludan commented that – what if the most advanced form of
mobility is no mobility at all?
Millennials (aged between 15 and 30) are the most contradictory generation – the most likely of all
generations to be digitally connected and yet to constantly battle with the belief that it dehumanises
them. Geertrui Jacobs (former strategist at Synnovate) underlines that the Millennials are the most
sustainably conscious generation and they have now overtaken the Baby Boomers as the biggest
‘active’ age group. Millennials look for new concepts for (urban) living. One of the experts, Stephane
Verbeeck, leader of the Gands Group in Belgium, a real estate development company, underlined
during the validation, this strong image of future urban living. Using the generations as the basis for
lifestyle design, he has designed ‘Proxiliving’ – residential and safe living for Master Boomers (aged
between 60 and 74) based on connectivity and personalised services in common spaces. However,
the same concept has been used to launch ‘Yust’, a home concept for Millennials for conviviality,
common space and entrepreneurship – work and living within a common family bonding
atmosphere. These new types of design can foster greater solidarity between the generations that
has declined in recent decades as families become more dispersed.
Theodore Zeldin, the philosopher in this validation group, emphasised the new economics and the
generations. Young people create their resilience through their own initiatives and entrepreneurial
skills (not the large institutions of their parents). They want to develop themselves in a way that is
meaningful, and meaningful on several layers – to make a difference to society, find recognition,
self-confidence, lifetime learning and resilience. Zeldin underlined that “people are starting to think
in this way: What am I here for? Am I merely existing, damaging the world, and throwing my litter
around like a tourist? Or am I contributing something?”
In the modern Europe, power and control may be held in the older generations (generally speaking
they have decision-making roles and greater wealth), but the younger generations are driving
influence. As an increasingly important part of lifestyle physical and digital mobility (termed ‘Phygital
mobility within MIND-SETS) is one of the fields where this ‘power of influence’ is most apparent. The
experts made many interesting observations on this point.
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Johan Peter Paludan (the Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies) emphasised the changing way in
which mobility is a consumption activity. “The consumption of mobility, as we have practised it for
decades, is experiencing a historic turning point. We are entering a new commoditised and multimobile age. The future of public transport will exist in mobility systems that include bicycles, cars and
other mobility services on demand. Mobility assets will be shared not owned – easily accessible via
smartphones”. Daimler has made the transition from car manufacturer to mobility provider with new
business models such as Car2go and Moovel, entering the new mobility age. Erik Van den Heuvel
(Daimler) says that new mobility requires consumers to be in control of real time data in the palm of
their hand – to be digitally competent and connected. Digital lifestyles are driving a new intolerance
of wasting time, transferring the frustration of poorly responsive digital devices or Internet
connections into other areas of life: “Millennials have the attention span of a tweet”. People do not
accept mobility as an ‘interruption’ to their lives anymore. For example, start-ups like DRIVE allow for
gesture-based communication while driving through a smartphone. Henk Beckers remarks that
younger generations have a zero tolerance to poor quality mobility services – they demand their
mobility right here and now.
Sharing is a major component value of younger generations. Erik Van den Heuvel (In charge of the
international roll-out of the Car2Go car-sharing service for Daimler) understood, in the role of a major
World vehicle manufacturer, that car sharing was the fastest growing mobility mode in the World. “It
should not be considered as a substitute for the car business, but merely as a new business model
to sell individual mobility – the same car can (and needs to be) be sold time and time again”. Gilles
Vesco – the Vice-Mayor of Lyon, France, was the first to introduce a cycle sharing scheme some 13
years ago. During the validation, he brought forward his idea of the ‘new mobility’: A vision of cities in
which residents no longer rely on their own cars, but on public transport, shared cars and bikes and,
above all, on mobile phones and real-time information. The introduction of mobility ‘collaborative
platforms’ will mean it is unnecessary for residents to own a car. His policy has reduced cars
entering the city by 20% in the last 10 years, replacing car parks with ‘human parks’. Sharing and
collaboration is one behavioural root in the MIND-SETS mobility DNA.
The emphasis on sharing could change the relationship that younger generations have with the car.
Glen Hiemstra (the Founder of futurist.com) stated that “ We will look at cars the way we look at
horses today: very few people will own them, experts will race them and we will watch them for
entertainment”. For cars ‘on the road’, Martin Kooiman (Founder and manager – Tapazz car sharing)
emphasised that automated cars will alter our mobility in ways never experienced before.
Automation should be a key theme to explore in MIND-SETS. Ownership/possession and automation
are two of the mobility roots in the MIND-SETS DNA.
Much is spoken in the transport world of achieving a behaviour change – most normally from private
car use to public transport, walking or cycling. The techniques to achieve this make substantial
claims of success but have achieved only small changes in behaviour. The key to behavioural change
is to understand the different layers in decision-making and to understand that decisions are
‘context driven’. In MIND-SETS, the consortium have used the layers of an onion to describe the
factors involved; emphasising that more work needs to be done on the inner layers describing
people’s values and beliefs, and their personal constructs, in contrast to conventional analysis of the
objective elements of decisions. Fran Bambust (Behavioural psychologist) “Beyond traditional
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campaigning and messaging, we need new levers to help people reduce the psychological barriers
and resistance and to make them intuitively change behaviour – as opposed to strategies to seduce,
convince and sell. The answer is to provide a sequence of small (often sub-conscious) nudges to
move people toward the desired behaviour change.
Martin Kooiman (Founder and manager – Tapazz car sharing) focused his comments on behaviour
change. “Trial and ‘Beta’ testing provides users to have a positive experience of the concept. After an
incubation period when users develop a new behaviour and grow an emotional relation with the
concept, users will easily find the rational arguments themselves to justify their decision. They will
provide the necessary feedback to optimise your product and become your best ambassadors”.
Geertrui Jacobs (former strategist at Synnovate) emphasised that MIND-SETS could build on the
segmentation techniques developed by Synnovate to model the range of motivations that people
have, that influence whether they adopt or reject a particular behaviour. This is shown in Figure 2.
The totally objective decision is the locus of the graph. From this quadrants are defined based on two
orthogonal axes – a product or service ‘about me’ to one ‘about we’ (personal to public), and from a
product or service serving ‘functional’ needs to one serving ‘emotional’ needs. Figure 2 shows that
these two axes then further segment into 4 (8 roots from a single central point) and that the areas of
the graph can define different mobility mind-sets.

From a Mindset perspec ve, we can push the transi on from the old
mobility to the new mobility, by providing apps, promo ng services
and enable lifestyles. The best way to do that is to go clockwise from
the le to the right.
Enjoyment

Vitality

2. Gaining momentum /
a sexy new thing to do
for individuals

Conviviality

3. Gaining a following /
becoming mainstream

Belonging

Status

4. Becoming a new
norm (your mom has
an I-phone)

1. Disrupting the norm /
innovation
Recognition

Control

Rest

Figure 2: The Synnovate motivational model
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This motivational model, combined with the emphasis on generations and the layers of decisionmaking and behaviour change marked a significant stakeholder contribution to the project. The
experts in the consortium took the ideas, along with the extensive coordination of knowledge they
had undertaken to develop:
• The idea to work with generations, as opposed to conventional socio-economic variables.
• The idea of generational footprints
• The idea to identify a ‘DNA’, comprising eight behavioural roots that define mobility values
and beliefs
• The concept of layers of decision-making, emphasising the importance of the inner layers
(values, beliefs and personal constructs).
The MIND-SETS consortium was able to use this ‘out of the transport box’ expertise and develop it
within a wider context, to better understanding mobility.

3. Working with transport policy-makers and planners
Following the coordination of multi-disciplinary knowledge to better understanding of mobility, it was
important to validate the output of that work with professional transport planners and policy makers.
What do these decision-makers think and what is their professional mind-set? MIND-SETS partner,
VITO, undertook this validation. The preliminary views of the Consortium, underlined by the
intelligence gathered, was that the variables we have traditionally used to describe travel patterns
are becoming more out-dated, given the accelerating lifestyle changes being seen in European
society.
Transport planning tools remain embedded in the scientific models of behaviour that proliferated the
thinking of the 1960s and that stretched back to Reilly’s gravity model in 1931. While they continue
to become more complex and refined, the core reasoning in these models incorporate an incorrect
and out-dated understanding of mobility behaviour. The MIND-SETS understanding, documented in
Deliverable 2.1 and subsequently extended in Deliverables 3.1 and 4.1, pointed to the need for a
broader approach to be able to interpret the likely impacts of ‘new lifestyles’ and the ‘new mobility’
that accompanies it.
Semi-structured interviews were held with transport planning and transport policy-making
stakeholders, using a questionnaire with open questions. While this had the advantage of producing
a common set of responses, it did allow the stakeholders to stray from the strict question if they had
a point to make – it was important to get their ‘storyline’ on the understanding mobility issue. Sixteen
in-depth interviews were undertaken. They included:
•

Officials that worked to support strategic plan decision-making, for example in national
ministries, planners for city transport authorities and public transport operators (small cities to
large metropolitan authorities). Several of these stakeholders had also worked for municipal
and national authorities.
12
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•
•

The stakeholders covered most of the geographical regions of the EU, and one metropolitan
area from the MENA Region (Middle East, North Africa).
The stakeholders mainly came from engineering, mathematics or physical science backgrounds.
However, some respondents had degrees in policy science, economics, urban and regional
planning, and marketing.

In terms of the assumptions that planning tools are using to explain mobility behaviour, a dichotomy
emerged between those stakeholders who argued that a deeper MIND-SETS understanding of
mobility would be interesting, though not necessary for what they do, and those who felt that current
tools were in drastic need of an injection of new thought on mobility behaviour. In the first group,
several stakeholders remarked that they were comfortable with the current models. There was an
agreement that mobility decisions go deeper, but, for what they wanted, the ‘simple approximations’
of the transport model are good enough to understand general mobility patterns and the
consequences of any decisions they might make. In these models, behaviour that does not match
the models predictions (based on a ‘generalised cost’ formulation founded on the cost and value of
time) uses the economic term ‘irrational’. The stakeholders argued that, providing this ‘irrationality’
remained stable, it could be captured in the model through using an ‘error’ term. It was argued that
irrational behaviours would reduce as more real time information systems were used. However, if it
could be seen that there was a change in behaviour, then new model estimates would be needed
and this would entail expensive survey data.
The other group of stakeholders thought that MIND-SETS had an essential contribution to make to
the profession. They argued that the primary reason for significant prediction errors in their models
were the result of unrealistic behavioural assumptions – “they are very poorly developed”. They
favoured an approach that was more qualitative, mixing statistics with expert knowledge – replacing
modelling tools with ‘Knowledge Centres’. This group underlined that getting a better grip on
understanding mobility behaviour was the most fundamental challenge. Could the missing variables
be captured in new modelling structures – the stakeholder opinions differed widely on this point.
In general, in those cities over 100,000 population, the planners were convinced that investment in
‘off the shelf’ models and extensive survey collection to validate them was essential to keep the
holistic vision of what was going on. The same was true for large public transport operators. In
contrast, stakeholders in smaller cities were less convinced that investment in models was the
answer for them, beyond the use of standard micro-models for specific junction flows. In smaller
cities, stakeholder consultation is used on a scheme-by-scheme basis. Their was some thought that
new forms of models that could combine expert intelligence from knowledge centres with data and
meta-data (collecting data and developing indicators that better reflected lifestyle changes) would be
a new direction for planning tools (and less costly).
The stakeholders also felt that the subject of the policy analysis was important. Projects that
specifically need a change in mobility behaviour, for example to encourage more sustainable mobility
choices, use a less formal toolkit – including how to create ‘nudges’ to change behaviour, social
marketing and stakeholder consultation. This type of planning could more easily incorporate a new
MIND-SETS understanding. The problem would remain when justification for funding was necessary,
where the lending agencies remain wedded to formal social cost benefit analysis and the
behavioural assumptions of traditional transport models. One of the stakeholders described a 513
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stage process they had developed: (i) combining expert consultation to define the scope of future
visions and target parameters, (ii) citizen consultation, (iii) the production of 4 visions, (iv) Industry
consultation to maximise technological advantage and (v) quantifying these ‘qualitative’ scenarios as
inputs to model parameters. However, this approach is still restricted by the breadth of the
behavioural assumptions in the model.
The stakeholders accepted that decision-makers did not often understand the model complexity and
they were often used as the basis to confirm a prejudice scenario: other politicians see the model
output as ‘fact’ rather than just indicative figures to inform decision-making – ‘to measure is to
know’. However, in contrast to the decision-makers, the planners see models as tools to explore
options – not predictors with accuracy. For example to run the model for a limited number of
scenarios and then devote more time to analysis and explanation, based on a wider understanding
of what was going on – such as MIND-SETS would provide.
New types of models have emerged from the research community over the last decades to try and
incorporate a deeper understanding of mobility processes – such as Activity-Based models and
Lifestyle models. These still operate on a formal modelling structure and have the problem of
requiring large amount of data derived from activity diaries, grouped into some form of lifestyle
typology (such as ‘lifecycle’ stage) – they are slow to operate and require new training – as such,
authorities are unwilling to (re) invest in a new model structure where the significant added benefits
to conventional models remains unproven, to warrant the size of the investment required (and the
professional cultural change in the organisation).
The lesson for MIND-SETS from these interviews is that it would not be productive to develop the
MIND-SETS understanding within new complex models – which will probably remain within the
academic research arena. Rather the MIND-SETS understanding will develop as a new form of
planning and decision-making assistant, working with models and providing the deeper
understanding that those models lack.
The stakeholders that used formal planning tools expressed general satisfaction with them. This was
based on their understanding of the margin of errors that they could build into their interpretation
and their ability to make qualified judgements on the outputs. It was felt that while the overall level
of expressed mobility could be predicted with better accuracy these days, the predictions on a linkby-link or mode shares were not reliable. The reasons cited for this are psychological factors that
determine the relative attractiveness of cars. Another stakeholder expressed the view that “the
fluidity with which many factors are moving in the background of mobility decisions makes accurate
forecasting almost impossible; although an analysis of past accuracy can provide some indications
of over, or under-estimated mobility”. Another commented that it was more important not to make
errors in socio-economic projections, than to misjudge changes in mobility values in the models and
also to provide a good assessment of the influence of technology.
It was felt that new policy strategies to reduce car use, were now running ahead of the ability of
appraisal methods to model them. The changing direction in the balance of policies that planners
are using models for has changed radically in the last 50 years since they were invented. The
practice of ‘predict and provide’ is now being replaced by a philosophy of ‘vision and validate’. In this
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new world, the professional’s reliance on transport models has to change. In this new professional
mind-set – the support of MIND-SETS will be essential.
Travel data is becoming increasing at odds with changes in mobility behaviour – surveys often
collecting data for working days and peak hours – which can understand congestion but not the
environmental impacts. Walking and cycling trips are poorly represented. The contribution of MINDSETS has been to expose the gaps in existing data, which need to be incorporated into planning and
policy-making: variables relating to personal values among generations, for example as they relate
towards shared mobility, automated control and the other mobility roots that define the Mobility DNA
within the MIND-SETS approach (see Deliverable 4.1). Age and gender are no longer sufficient as
explanatory variables and MIND-SETS underlines that these need to be seen within changing
generation lifestyles. Policies to produce behavioural changes need this better understanding of
mobility to segment the market according to the mobility values and beliefs that people have.
Some of the stakeholders underlined that there was a missing understanding of mobility values and
“mentalities”. It was seen as important to get a full view of the range of trips a person can make
(where current surveys measure only a portion). It was most valuable to understand “the
fundamental motives” for mobility choices. In this context, the role of MIND-SETS was seen as
invaluable.
The feedback regarding the impact of new technologies was more limited than expected. Where this
issue arose, stakeholders were doubtful that existing models had the capacity to understand the
impacts that these innovations may have.
One important area where the stakeholder opinion diverged was the extent to which it was essential
to invest in obtaining a better understanding the psychological factors underpinning transport
decisions. Some saw it as the main priority for future modelling and planning processes. Others felt
that this did not justify the expense of redeveloping models, or the additional data requirements this
would entail. For MIND-SETS, the contribution can be as a low cost support to current models for
enhanced interpretation, without the need for further development within conventional (or modified)
model constructs. An exploitation strategy for this target group should be developed in this context.
MIND-SETS was seen as providing specific inputs to improve existing planning tools:
• Visualising new intelligence on understanding mobility to make it accessible to all professionals
and decision-makers
• To better understand the rapid changes society and technology: in the lifestyles and values of
the younger and older generations. This greater diversity in mobility behaviour (multi-modal)
needs to be better captured in models.
One respondent called for a smart simulation tool that can be used anywhere in Europe – “a mobility
COPERT’ or ‘Mobility HEAT” tool. It would be online where users can feed in data and it would
interrogate the data to explore options and get reactions to the output. It would maybe have a
weaker theoretical basis and limited reliability but very useful to stakeholders to show general points
without going into detail. This is the model basis used for developing the enhanced MSKC, and with a
stronger theoretical basis and reliability than this stakeholder had thought possible.
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4. Working with mobility experts 1: a European-wide survey
4.1 The scope of the stakeholder survey
Following the intelligence coordination phase of the project (Deliverable 2.1), the first phase of the
MIND-SETS approach was developed (reported in Deliverable 3.1). This new approach to
understanding mobility was then subjected to an extensive validation phase with mobility experts
from across Europe and beyond, and representatives from the mobility/ITS industry, covering all
transport sectors. The work was coordinated and reported by MIND-SETS partner, MCRIT (Deliverable
3.2). This validation was completed through two media:
• A workshop of 50 experts, invited to Barcelona in the Autumn of 2015 (see Section 5)
• A Delphi survey of 141 experts covering mobility experts and industry all EU member countries
(this Section 4)
In both exercises the MIND-SETS approach was presented both through presentations and summary
documents. The approach was then the focus to validate against 4 themes or case studies that had
emerged from the coordination phase influencing the development of future mobility products and
services:
•
•
•
•

Automation
Mobility as a Service
Smart mobility and data requirements
Sustainable and inclusive mobility

The Delphi questionnaire was an online survey, circulated widely across Europe and to selected
experts elsewhere in the World. The respondents included mobility experts, researchers, civil
servants involved in transport policy-making, transport consultants, vehicle manufacturers, service
providers, infrastructure managers and representatives of the primary European mobility interest
groups. This was seen as a broader validation to the in-depth workshop conducted in the Barcelona
in September 2015. After a 2-week survey period, 141 responses were obtained from 104
institutions. Building on the MIND-SETS coordination, ten provocative statements were posed,
relating to mobility behaviour and future trends in transport products and services. Responses used
both a simple 4-scale response: strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree and strongly
disagree (and do not know) – and space for free text to express opinions and comments. In addition,
the stakeholder could say whether they were incorporating the idea/trend into the strategic planning
in their organisation. The results are reported at length in Deliverable 3.2. Below we provide a
summary of the points relating to the validation of the MIND-SETS approach.

4.2 Stakeholder responses to 10 statements on mobility behaviour
4.2.1 New technologies will allow for more customised, self-organised mass
transport solutions?
This statement covers the behavioural root – something for ‘me’ or ‘we’. This is one of the strongest
motivational roots in human behaviour and is included in the Mobility DNA assessment within the
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MSKC. While 40 per cent of the stakeholders strongly agreed that new technologies would allow for
both customised and collaborative forms of mobility to emerge in the market; and a majority 52 per
cent ‘somewhat agreed’ that this trend is developing, only 3 per cent of stakeholders were fully
considering this possibility in their strategic planning. Indeed, 69 per cent were not taking this trend
into consideration at all, despite many recognising it.
There were many comments that MIND-SETS would underline how mobility will become ‘more
sophisticated’. This appears to be proxy phrase for ‘more digitally competent’. Comfort with using
new technology is one of the 8 MIND-SETS roots and responds to this issue. The respondents felt
that the ‘digitalisation’ of mobility using big data was only just starting – policy and regulations were
poorly developed so far. New mobility forms and Internet-based solutions were seen to be currently
taking place in a ‘parallel mobility market’ that is poorer regulated (due to its fast evolving novelty).
As a result, innovations are coming up against resistance. Transport operators were seen as an
important target group, being in specific need of supporting intelligence from MIND-SETS to better
understand mobility behaviour and how it is likely to change their markets, with the greater
customisation and collaboration of mobility products and services. In addition, new mobility
technologies will provide people with more mobility freedom and informed choices. Public authorities
need to understand the implications of this and MIND-SETS can play an important role here. In
contrast, the European Commission are already convinced of the trend, but equally need intelligence
support for better know-how on what the citizens’ responses will be across the EU, and how to
regulate for this enhanced mobility without stifling innovation.
One strand of thought was that MIND-SETS should not focus on understanding mobility with respect
to technology alone. Technological advances are driving transport provision but there is a parallel
need to focus on what people actually want. Enhanced personal mobility, for many people, would
involve only marginal adjustments to the current levels of transport provision, to provide safety and
reliability. This strand of opinion, a more conservative scenario of the future, argued that MIND-SETS
should not direct it’s support solely to new innovations. Focusing on these new mobility niches could
be misleading, they argue: ‘Sharing and collaboration will operate around the edges of a mobility
system that will remain dominated by private cars and public transport. The current expectations for
‘new mobility’ are too extreme. New mobility also has to be practical, reliable and seamless’.
Collaborative and sharing mobility behaviours were emphasised as a strong necessary requirement
for the success of new mobility (for example to meet the full benefits of automated vehicles). Yet
sharing without bonding is unlikely to work – and whether sharing has to be ‘convenient’ or
‘mandatory’ in the new mobile world will determine its future.
There were remarks on the nature of a range of mobility innovations from those directed at personal
ownership to public mobility services. Services (by definition) require that they meet user needs and
therefore the need to better understand mobility through MIND-SETS is critical, if Mobility as a
Service (MaaS) is to succeed. Additionally, a rapidly changing mobility world will make it essential to
have a holistic understanding of the role of mobility in peoples’ lives to stay ahead of the MaaS
game. In addition, MIND-SETS will be necessary to understand the changing balance between
physical and digital mobility, to reduce the need to travel. A rapid rate of development in lifestyles
and the role of mobility in shaping lives could make the prediction of travel much more difficult than
it is now. Perhaps the time is right to move from ‘predict and provide’ to ‘vision and validate’, for
example under the new SUMP framework. MIND-SETS can play an important role here.
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4.2.2 Further increases in virtual communication will dramatically increase
physical mobility.
In tune with a lot of the academic research, the response to this proposition was split – 49 per cent
strongly (12%) or somewhat (37%) agreeing to the statement and 51 per cent disagreeing. However,
while the opinion is divided whether digital mobility increases physical mobility, only 3 per cent were
fully accounting for such a trend in their strategic planning and a further 18 per cent were mostly
taking it into account – less than half of those who agreed this trend was happening. It is clearly an
area where better intelligence and understanding is important.
The work in this area by MIND-SETS was regarded as very important support, as the general feeling
was that the stakeholders had little intelligence of this lifestyle trend and its impact on mobility. The
trend that communication in general has increased travel is well known – from postal delivery to the
telegraph and to the telephone – and so this argument was extended into the Internet era. However,
the work in MIND-SETS is important for underlining how this is developing in the generations – Highly
valued Internet connectivity combined with highly valued face-to-face contact – and so digital
mobility facilitates physical mobility. MIND-SETS is showing that younger generations are more
digitally connected and therefore see distance as less of a constraint than their older peers – so
distances increase for physical mobility. The counter-argument was stated that the rates of travel
have not changed markedly since the late 1960s, even despite the growth in social media over the
last 15 years. This conclusion is that the process of ‘Phygital’ mobility may be over-stated and the
two worlds will remain largely separate – “much discussion of this is a wishful projection”. The
respondents underlined the value of MIND-SETS to the target groups. For example – “This trend is
not yet well enough understood to be taken into account in strategic plans”. Most additional trips, if
they are generated, will be discretionary trips and these respond to fulfilling desires rather than
needs – and the distinction between desires and needs is in itself a subject for debate.
However, this latter opinion was not a dominant one and most stakeholders expressed their opinions
with caveats that they lacked intelligence (and therefore MIND-SETS would usefully contribute).
However, many of them could see in their personal and professional lives how the division between
physical and virtual mobility was becoming blurred – “entangled, placing increasing pressure on
mobility requirements and peoples’ expectations”. Perhaps ICT can reduce mobility needs but, in
contrast to this, new lifestyles through certain generations may act to increase mobility needs.

4.2.3 Travellers’ choices will become less influenced by time savings
The contribution of MIND-SETS to this statement was acknowledged. The role of time in behaviour is
changing – including in mobility. Time and cost are seen as the ultimate guidelines for mobility (and
residential, job and job search, school placement) decisions. However, it is recognised that these two
variables are so elastic for all but the lowest income quintile that many other lifestyle factors
intervene. It was underlined by many of the stakeholders that the changing value of time in lifestyle
is currently ignored by economic appraisal methods; which form the backbone for investment
decisions. The use of time ‘in mobility’ for example is becoming increasingly important – the MINDSETS work has shown that the young generations want to use mobile time productively – it is no
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longer viewed as dead time to be classified as a dis-benefit. Other factors were mentioned above
timesavings – comfort for older travellers, reliability and being uncomplicated, safety and security,
time for contemplation and so on.
There was some disagreement on the need to re-value time. Some stakeholders still felt that speed
was the most important factor, while others stressed the opposite – for example, the growth in ‘slow
mobility’ policies that are seen to respond to lifestyle trends. Time saving was seen as important to
those who travel a lot – or was it reliability? The stakeholders seemed to confuse the importance of
travel time savings with volatility and unreliability.
The issue of travel time was linked to another MIND-SETS behavioural root – that of being in control,
against the growing level of automation in the mobility sector. Automated cars were citied for their
novelty and fashion in different peer groups and generations – in contrast to this, people may get
bored, no stimulation from driving, no real time to engage in something else, losing patience and
making the experience more time conscious.
The broad conclusion is that time savings will remain an important factor, but under what thresholds
and how will it start to change. This will be an important Insight for MIND-SETS to address. Just as
physical and digital mobility are becoming blurred, so are the lines between travel time and activity
time.

4.2.4 Smart technologies will facilitate seamless transport
The results of the stakeholder validation were interesting on this statement. There was a strong
belief that smart technology will usher in an age of seamless mobility – 80 per cent of the
stakeholders ‘strongly’ (44%) or ‘somewhat’ (36%) agreed with this statement. However, only 6 per
cent of the stakeholders were ‘fully’ taking account of this in their strategic planning (another 46%
‘mostly’ taking it into account).
Again there was a diversity of views. On the one side, some stakeholders took the view that to think
ITS could ‘plug the gaps’ in public transport provision was too ambitious. They argued that ITS has
been around now for 30 years but behavioural factors are still holding back its widespread use. With
every mobility provider having its own information system, the quality of integration is being reduced
and potential efficiency compromised. ‘Technology should make transport more efficient, but it is not
a panacea’. ‘The statement is laughably overoptimistic’. ‘Real time information, for example, is only
of use when you have choices’.
Safety issues were raised that reflect in the MIND-SETS roots. Stakeholders thought that when
everything can be tracked and traced, privacy is threatened and the issue of whom the system is
optimising for becomes important.
Some stakeholders focused on behavioural issues relating to habits. Most people like routines in life
and new flexibility is not beneficial to this culture – unless flexibility itself becomes the habit. The
idea that people make decisions that lack any objectivity, and that ITS can replace this objectivity
through decision-support was seen to be flawed. MIND-SETS has uncovered the complexity of human
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decision-making. So the goal for new mobility products and services should be about connecting
people, inclusion, shared responsibility and extensions to mobility freedoms. Even if rational
information were provided (in real time), people will still make decisions based on habits, routines
and familiarity.

4.2.5 People do not want to own fully automated cars
The stakeholders were more agreed that people would not own an automated vehicle – 73 per cent
either strongly (36%) or somewhat (37%) agreed. However, only 6 per cent were looking at the
implications of this in their strategic plans and another 17 per cent were ‘mostly’ taking it into
consideration. Like in most of the other statements, the proportion of stakeholders who were taking
account of new mobility trends were a fraction of the proportion that recognised that the trend was
happening. This suggests that there is an important intelligence support role for MIND-SETS to
enable stakeholders to better comprehend what such trends will look like.
The stakeholders mainly responded to this statement by saying that it was too early to judge and that
projects like MIND-SETS were needed to shed some light on the issue. Some stakeholders felt that
vehicle automation would be a progression over a long time period, during which mobility behaviour
would adapt, without a disruption. What was striking of the survey conducted in 2015 is the belief
that fully automated vehicles are many years away, in contrast to the rate of technological advance
in this area during the timescale of the MIND-SETS project. Automation is not policy but marketdriven. Sustainability will always exist under the umbrella of the (greener, more automated) car
industry as a major European employer.
The strategy of asking users to say if they would use future products is highly questionable – did you
know you needed an i-pad? Automated cars will be developed because it is technologically possible
to do so – the question is the conditions and safeguards in which they enter mainstream traffic - how
will mobility values respond to this development. Automation in public transport already exists and is
growing at a fast rate on tracks and in the air – the new challenge is for automated public or shared
vehicles to enter the market as part of an overall mobility service. The motivation for buying a
driverless car at this time is not clear – how it relates to the notion of mobility as a tool to define our
identity, there is the novelty and peer group leadership angle, but this will be short-lived as
automation becomes ‘normal’.
Autonomous cars will have a strong duality – they will be both adored and loathed. Only when people
are using them in everyday life will this diversity in mobility lives arise. New technologies have to
have some level of maturity, reliability and ‘have a good press’ to change habits. Some feel that the
reluctance to drive an automated vehicle is a passing phase – people will not see it as a loss of
identity –this will be outweighed by the ‘fun’ and ‘gaming’ potential of time spent in such vehicles.
Sharing autonomous vehicles is a hard scenario for people to imagine – uncertainty and risk will
make people fall back on private mobility. The optimistic scenario is that when people see shared
mobility and the flexibility it offers, they will find it attractive – but the ‘jury remains out’ on this one.
Ownership of automated vehicles is only an issue among transport planners. Many planners had the
vision of car ownership becoming out-dated in favour of public fleets of cars managed in car sharing
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schemes. The issue of how behaviour changes with respect to control of mobility will be central –
surrendering mobility independence will be the biggest constraint to automation. New generations
are no longer interested in cars for image and identity.

4.2.6 Smart transport technology will assist social inclusion
There seems to be strong professional mind-set that thinks personalised and customised mobility
will improve social inclusion. This comes in a period when there is a growing divergence between
those who have a lot of mobility freedoms and those who do not. Technology always injects further
exclusion by the fact that some people have the competence (and income) for it and others do not.
Among the stakeholders, there was a very positive response to this statement – 79 per cent either
‘strongly’ agreeing (33%) or ‘somewhat’ agreeing (46%). However, only 25 per cent of the
stakeholders were building a smart social inclusion strategy into their mobility plans; 5 per cent only
stated that they had a ‘strong’ commitment for this.
It was felt that this issue is sometimes misplaced – the main question is to reduce poverty, not make
it easier for the transport disadvantaged to make trips. Technology cannot address the issue of
mobility disadvantage alone. However, technologies that automate and reduce the costs of
employing drivers for example will help mobility for the elderly and disabled (temporary or
permanent). There is a potential but we are still unaware of what this is – we need more intelligence
– the statement, as it stands, is wildly optimistic. How can people feel more inclusive through
mobility?
Looking forward to when the digital generations enter their retirement years, the scope for
technological advances to address inclusion may be more effective, as the population in general
becomes digitally competent. Even today, the elderly question technology less than the younger
generations. However, nothing will be achieved unless the society and the economy favour solidarity.
Automated cars may actually increase social isolation.

4.2.7 Driverless vehicles will become part of the community
Two thirds of the stakeholders strongly (25%) or somewhat (41%) agreed that autonomous vehicles
would become part of the community. Just under a quarter of stakeholders were considering this
scenario to some degree in their strategic plans.
A professional mind-set that accepts large numbers of private automated vehicles on streets is in
marked contrast to the philosophy of transport planning over the last 40 years. Some felt that
private, public and shared mobility systems will run in parallel. The scenario that there will be a
‘voluntary’ move to public and shared vehicles was thought to be highly optimistic. Public authorities
tend to overestimate the role of public transport options.
This is not a ‘small is beautiful’ scenario. It is more likely that Google or a like-minded multi-national
will operate all of it, unless regulations forbid it. Community-based mobility schemes have existed for
decades in some countries and there is scope to develop autonomous mobility at community level –
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but the business model needs to be developed – and greater intelligence on how communities are
likely to respond.

4.2.8 Obstacles to the exploitation of big data are higher in Europe
This relates to one of the ‘safety’ roots in MIND-SETS – that of releasing personal data to enable
mobility services to operate effectively. Three quarters of the stakeholders did feel that Europe would
perhaps place bigger constraints on the use of big data and 36 per cent of stakeholders were
looking at the issue.
Some people are at one end of the scale – not wanting to be permanently tracked and online. Some
of the stakeholders believed that Europeans would always favour privacy over convenience –
confidence and trust is very mixed. However, in some member states, data is shared between
companies through a cooperative agency and all benefit from information sharing: Big data maybe
cheap to collect but expensive to process for commercial products to use. Perhaps big data for the
next decades will be for large organisations to make money and after that something to help people.

4.2.9 Transport project appraisals need to reflect emerging social values
Of all the 10 statements, this one drew the largest degree of agreement: 91 per cent of the
stakeholders ‘strongly (63%) or ‘somewhat’ (28%) agreed with the statement. However, what is
marked is the much lower proportions of stakeholders that are ‘strongly’ or ‘mostly’ taking this into
consideration in strategic plans – 7 and 19 per cent respectively.
They felt that transport models were not precise enough and do not relate to peoples’ values,
expectations and behaviours. Working with the time saving variable is too simplistic to understand
user choices and so other methodologies should be developed. “Current appraisal using time
savings is little more than a joke – people spend the same amount of time each day travelling since
we started to measure it”. Health and well being benefits and social values in particular need to be
more fully taken account of.
It is interesting that mobility innovators and entrepreneurs just move ahead and avoid appraisal
practises.

4.10 New technologies may not always be accepted by people for their mobility
needs
There was a strong agreement to this statement – 88 per cent strongly (51%) or somewhat (37%)
agreed that technology is not always accepted. In response 28 per cent were reacting to this
possibility in their strategic plans.
However, understanding the users’ values and motivations will be central, as the private sector
needs market acceptance to generate up-take – and what the composition of the product or service
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most and least appeals to people. This is a major part of the MIND-SETS support strategy. It is also
important to see the disbenefits of services that disappear as the result of technological changes
that are introduced to save costs (under a cloak of providing strong user benefits) –for example bank
branches, local shops etc.).
Technology innovation has to meet needs and values, although this cannot automatically ensure it is
adopted. However, technology also has a strong influence on changing lifestyles and therefore the
products and services that can be launched onto the market, in anticipation (and risk) to disrupt
habits. However, we need more intelligence on the peoples’ values in life and how these can
influence their mobility when certain innovations are introduced into the market.

5. Working with mobility experts 2: workshops focusing on
four ‘case studies’
These workshops were held in parallel at a specially organised event in Barcelona in October 2015.
A total of 50 experts were invited to attend, covering the 4 themes of mobility behaviour that related
most to current trends and issues:
• The acceptance of automation and loss of control,
• Behaviour change and transport scheme appraisal
• Managing physical and virtual mobility within new lifestyle norms,
• Mobility advancement and social inclusion.
The workshops were an excellent validation exercise to see if the MIND-SETS approach was seen to
be a positive extension to the conventional understanding of mobility behaviour among the peer
group. Also to get their views on how the MS Approach can provide new intelligence and a deeper
understanding of the likely behavioural reactions to these four key mobility trends. The main
conclusions from this stakeholder consultation are provided below.

5.1 The acceptance of automation and loss of control
This group focused on the issues of
driverless vehicles, demonstrating
one extreme of loss of control with
your mobility. Of course if you
decide to use an autonomous car
and are comfortable with it, you still
feel in control ‘of your’ mobility’,
despite not having actual ‘control of
the vehicle’. If a person can replace
driving time with another activity,
their perception of control may
increase. We therefore need to
distinguish between the MIND-SETS behavioural root that describes a person’s locus of control from
in full control of decision-making to a perception/reality of no control (i.e. controlled by the decisions
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of others or by automation). This Group considered the automated vehicle as an example where
people are prepared to relegate their control.
Total autonomy in a vehicle does not necessarily mean that the person experiences greater mobility
freedom. When people have some form of control over the car, they feel more confident (not
dependent on what the autonomous car will do). This aspect is important to design the typology of
future driverless cars. For example, compare a driverless car that is completely autonomous from
any surrounding information and outside control mechanism, and a driverless car that is reliant on
full and continuous connectivity with outside control mechanisms. Who takes the control of the
vehicle in the case of any emergency (not ordinary driving situations) is the issue that makes the
difference between an ‘isolated autonomous learning driverless car’ (i.e. my car – my sole
responsibility), and the same ‘driverless car connected to a control system’ (where there is a human
controller I can call in if something doesn’t work). Mobility automation will have a critical impact both
on the perception and the real risks of accidents, especially between the automated vehicles and
pedestrians suddenly crossing the street. The Group felt that accidents would no longer be tolerated
with autonomous vehicles. “We will not accept any more risking accidents on the road as it is today
when self-driving cars are travelling around - almost as we no longer accept that people can go to the
stadium to see gladiators, but only a football game”. In this sense there will be a change in mind-sets
similar to that seen for smoking habits.
The group discussed how autonomous vehicles could influence people’s mind-sets about their
mobility. The younger generations may no longer need a driving licence to occupy an autonomous
vehicle. They will remain connected to friends primarily through smartphone and sharing driverless
cars on demand will be cooler for them than owning cars – they can ‘hang-out’ with friends while
travelling around. This point is important as it highlights that the acceptance problems for
autonomous vehicles may not be caused by the technology per se (and the loss of vehicle control),
but by the conflicts that might assist or hinder the diffusion of the technology within society – issues
addressed by the MIND-SETS approach.

5.2 Behaviour change and transport scheme appraisal
This group consisted of transport economists with a long experience of transport modelling and
appraisal frameworks from the 1960s. There was a feeling among the Group that Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA) still provided a useful tool for appraisal, as did transport models. However, like the
comments of the professional planners in Section 3, it depended on how they were used and
interpreted. There was scope for improving the models, based on MIND-SETS ideas – for example by
appraising the costs and benefits by market segment, by generation. However, was this the best way
to incorporate MIND-SETS intelligence or should MIND-SETS be used to stand alongside current
models and appraisal methods as a supporting tool for decision-making. In comparison to CBA,
Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) can incorporate some of the wider ‘intangible’ costs and benefits
beyond what is included within a CBA – for example some of the variables emerging from MINDSETS. However, the issue with MCA is to decide what the relative weights of variables to be included
in the appraisal should be. One example of this would be the importance of modes that offer a
‘socialising’ element to travel, or a ‘quiet space’.
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Currently 80 per cent of the social benefit of transport projects derives from time savings, modelled
in standard Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) analysis. However, these other factors now play a much more
significant role in mobility decisions than is accounted for in CBA. CBA relies heavily on the value of
time. The group concluded that, for commuting and for frequent repetitive trips, time remains the
core factor in mobility decisions, though within wide margins of elasticity. However, despite their
assertion, the Group agreed that the importance of the ‘speed-based’ value of time is reducing.
Within the elastic margins of acceptable times and costs, alternative issues such as comfort,
convenience, safety and security are becoming very important. The practice of valuing time by its
quality, and penalising time when parts of the travel chain are negatively perceived can be
questioned: For example, at present, the impact of a delay on mode choice is more than an
equivalent gain in travel time, but the appraisal will rank them equally.
The Group addressed the issue of changes in the overall amount of travel in the coming years, based
on economic forecasts. In contrast to the group on big data in Section 5.3, this group argued that,
despite a slight fall in trip rates over the last decade, there would be a gradual rise as economies
pick-up; although they accepted that this is an economic perspective and the opinion and evidence
remains very mixed. It is clear that increases in the number of retired people will generate more
leisure travel, but this is not technologically generated, although new mobility as a service
innovations tailored for the elderly can expand the market in this respect.
The Group noted that traditional variables that defined each mode are now relevant across modes,
and appraisal methods are finding it difficult to keep up with this development. For example,
autonomous cars are envisaged to maximise the best characteristics of both private and collective
transport. Just as the attractive features of travelling by different modes have become blurred, so
policies and plans must change from being single mode orientated (for example view the chapter
sections in your local transport plan – mode by mode). New types of personal and generational
lifestyles will demand more customised solutions and be more service than product orientated. This
behaviour matches people’s behaviour toward the Internet, which forms the new lifestyle benchmark
for life in general among the connected generations. In this environment, assessing and
understanding the mobility values people have will be critical in providing acceptable mobility
products and services. If this is not achieved, the fall back for the digital generations will be to
collaborate to organise their mobility. Smarter marketing will be needed to capture mobility values
and grow markets and it is here that the knowledge within MIND-SETS can support.
The Group concluded, “MIND-SETS has developed an approach that breaks with established mobility
concepts, paradigms and dogmas. The MIND-SETS approach makes professionals think about
mobility problems from new angles, which will enable new products and services to be designed to
meet the needs of rapidly changing lifestyles”.

5.3 Managing physical and virtual mobility within new lifestyle norms
Smart mobility increasingly uses big data, but just having big data does not necessarily make
mobility smarter. The privacy dimension that prevents big data bearing companies sharing their data
is a key issue (for example Google and Microsoft). Where big data are owned by private companies,
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many are reluctant to share their data – but for competitive reasons, not for privacy reasons. Real
time data that is sometimes obtained from the users of a new service needs to be used without
compromising individual privacy. These social aspects of big data, combined with technical issues
are the main constraints to its expansion. We are now seeing the growth of a parallel mobility market
of Internet-based solutions such as Uber, where safety and risk are largely ignored.

Mobility behaviour has been given a wider choice with big data: For example, collaboration and
sharing platforms have become more efficient with big data availability. In addition, it has been
easier to integrate private and public transport: for example the sharing of electric vehicles. Apps. for
real time mobility information and demand responsive transport have provided new possibilities for
people’s mobility and increasing the possibilities for customised, niche, and self-organised mobility
services. Thus a new sector of MaaS will require public transport to better link with new forms of
mobility in the sharing economy and private mobility although the consensus of the group was that
the primary public transport networks will not change that much. It was stressed that in the future,
meeting personal requirements will only be marginal adjustments to transport services. The current
focus on niches is misleading.
In the future, there will be a greater need to understand mobility and why people are travelling.
User’s needs for mobility will become increasingly sophisticated and volatile – whatever transport
mode is at the centre or at the margins. New mobility is more people-to-people based in the sharing
sector. The group had mixed views as to whether virtual mobility had increased or decreased trip
numbers. Perhaps fewer, shorter trips may eventually occur, with a few longer ones; but this remains
conjecture. Social networks have existed for 15 years with no increase in trip numbers as a result of
people wishing to turn virtual friends into their face-to–face counterparts.
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5.4 Mobility advancement and social inclusion
The group felt that, as a first principle, any discussion of new mobility, should start with people and
not with new technological innovations – this is clearly demonstrated in the MIND-SETS approach.
Meeting the needs of people with solutions is the key – if new technology can provide a solution and
a workable business plan to invest in it then that is very positive – but this has yet to be
demonstrated, as the primary concern has been maximising market up-take and not social
responsibility. Accessibility meets needs, technology may play a role here in promoting accessibility
but it is not at the centre of the discussion.
The experts felt that it was still not clear how new technologies will be provided so that those people
living under the poverty line could access them. New technology may only be available to those who
can afford them – social exclusion is primarily a political and social issue. Do not underestimate the
power of big business to attract millions of people to new technology-based products and services.
The problem arises for the excluded when the traditional alternatives die – obsolescence to a mass
market but vital to the mobility excluded.
Mobility, like health and education, is a public right, based on a fair system; and based on a code of
justice. We should be able to provide a sufficient level of accessibility for all. This should be written
into the statutes of the welfare system, but it is not at the moment. It will be important to work in
multi-disciplinary groups to address the key inclusion issues in mobility and the approach of MINDSETS is exemplary in this respect. It was felt by one expert that a top-down approach to this issue
was not working – that is, policies to reduce car use, to change people’s attitudes, so that people will
change behaviour. The future will be bottom-up – that is, keeping citizens informed through
engagement strategies and facilitate informed choices. Also to link this process with the practice of
local professional planners and engineers as schemes progress from idea to implementation. MINDSETS insights should see how they can address this system.
The Group specifically discussed the elderly, in an environment where Millennials were felt to be too
dominant in the discussion of future mobility. It was felt that elderly citizens would have a knowledge
deficit to understand how new mobility technology works, and the older the person, the more acute
this problem will be. This will be an additional barrier to trying alternatives to the car. Yet mobility
Apps, if carefully designed could greatly improve the mobility for the elderly. On shared modes, the
elderly may feel more insecure. New mobility design for the elderly has to be sensitive to both
physical and cognitive impairments this section of the market may have. Design should have as
paramount the objective to make the transition from traditional to technological or just design
something that is easy to use. Travel reduction should not be a primary objective for the elderly; the
social benefits of mobility in older age are essential. One expert remarked, “Once you are mobile, you
cannot be immobile”. Indeed, as the digital generations age into the 2040s, these issues discussed
above should diminish – but for now they remain critical.
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6. Working with citizens across Europe
6.1 The scope of the citizen interviews and focus groups
The validation of the MIND-SETS approach with many citizens across Europe is a large task and one
that will continue as part of the project’s legacy strategy. In the project, the MIND-SETS of European
citizens have been assessed through the coordination of the large volume of knowledge and
intelligence that has been undertaken across the continent, and the expertise and work of those
inside the consortium, to synthesise this knowledge and give birth to a new approach to understand
the role of mobility in peoples’ lives. Within the project, a validation exercise of the MIND-SETS
approach with citizens was conducted as a series of focus groups and one-to-one interviews. These
were undertaken:
• To cover the range of issues addressed in the validation of the MIND-SETS approach with the
experts in the other stakeholder groups (i.e. automation to replace control, seamless mobility as
a service to replace mobility possession, linking physical and virtual mobility in lifestyle, and
mobility to address social exclusion).
• To cover the potential geographical diversity of mobility mind-sets across Europe
The one-to-one interviews were undertaken in Groningen, the Netherlands and in Izmir, Turkey
(focusing on mobility to address social exclusion). The focus groups were undertaken in Haifa, Israel
(focusing on linking physical and virtual mobility in lifestyle), Barcelona region, Spain (seamless
mobility as a service to replace mobility possession) and Rome, Italy (automation to replace control).

6.2 Citizens facing social exclusion
This validation, due to the sensitivity of the subject, used one-to-one interviews with undertaken with
‘vulnerable’ people. The interviews included two single mothers – one in the Netherlands and one in
Turkey, three elderly people, and three immigrants living in the Netherlands.
The interviewees all felt that mobility gave them independence and freedom: it has a positive impact
on their happiness and quality of life. Mobility brings a social life and being part of a community - part
of a city. The two single mothers in both the Netherlands and Turkey had faced personal problems in
the past when they had restricted mobility and could not go out – more social support and services
to share responsibilities would have a very positive impact (including mobility).
While all of these people mainly used bicycle, public transport, or travelled on foot, the single
mothers desired the flexibility and independence that a car would offer them to improve their
lifestyle. Despite this, all of these vulnerable citizens were satisfied with the mobility they used. The
elderly in particular saw active mobility as a way to maintain their health status, and where e-bikes
could be a good alternative, when they lacked energy.
When discussing new mobility automation, there were two diverse views. One response was that
people should not become too reliant on these innovations, as they would make people more
sedentary and lazy, reducing their quality of life. The second response was more positive. Technology
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should be a key factor in our future mobility and could be used to improve accessibility for everyone.
This vision was an interesting one – the future of mobility was described within a wider vision of what
urban space should look like; for example green spaces, calm spaces for cycling, spaces that
promote community feeling, spaces that allow for safe secure mobility, and spaces that are not car
reliant to see family and friends. . “Future mobility is for all generations using the transport network
without feeling threatened or unsafe”. So future urban space would be organised around new
mobility products and services.
The vulnerable value mobility to stay engaged with the local community, and to stay active and
healthy. Mobility innovation was mostly viewed with caution if it merely reinforced inactive lifestyles –
although for people with specific mobility impairments, mobility innovations can be life changing. If
new mobility products and services were innovated to build a ‘greener’ and more inclusive
environment in cities, this would be the most positive future.
This group had many insights for MIND-SETS. It underlined the primary values of mobility in lifestyle –
freedom, independence, health and the potential benefits of sharing and collaboration. It also
underlined that technology has to be used with intelligence to combat social exclusion – inclusive
smart cities will be the ones that make smart decisions, not necessarily those that are most ‘wiredup’. Finally, the vision of mobility within a wider vision of what cities should look like in the future. All
of these elements have been included within the coordination work in MIND-SETS – mobility in a
wider perspective of the lifestyles of the less well off. The idea that each generation can have a
mirror - one side of the mirror, most publicised, is that of a Millennial (for example) young
professional sitting with smart phone in a street cafe, educated, income earner and innovative. The
other side of the mirror, a young Millennial standing on a street corner in a deprived suburb,
unemployed, no education, and lacking hope. MIND-SETS has to address both sides of this mirror.

6.3 The digital aboriginals – children under 15 years old
This topic was addressed in a small town in the Barcelona Region, where children were engaged in a
number of classroom and in-street
activities relating to their mobility: with
the idea to test out MIND-SETS ideas
within an educational environment,
among the youngest generation. The
exercises partly involved the replanning of local streets. The results of
the exercise were very positive. Using
mobility as the focus for educational
activities, the interactive exercises with
the children showed the potential to
improve
the
child’s
personal
development and self-esteem –
boosting critical thinking, creativity,
knowledge and the possibility for them
to claim ownership of their rights (i.e.
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the local streets they lived in). It was seen to facilitate communication and exercise skills between
the children – expressing feelings and ideas through dialogue and collaboration with others.
At the group level, there were also benefits of the exercise – it promoted a ‘good climate’, and
helped to manage conflicts, foster empathy toward others and generate excitement over mobility
issues. Overall, the participation generated a positive view of childhood, giving children voice and
presence.
When examining the values of the children towards their environment and mobility, they do express
original and effective ideas. Change for them was not a rational cultural choice (for example based
on their environmental preferences and aesthetics), but based simply on what they needed. The
children made proposals to improve urban life. Their town was one where everyone could move
around and meet each other – on foot, by bicycle and by scooter – a town with public spaces and
‘nature’ would be cared for by the administration, but also by local communities – healthy, cleaner
and more attractive. It would also be a safer town, protected by police and cameras, but also by the
people who ‘occupy’ and live in it.
Interestingly, this interactive group exercise in Barcelona showed many similarities in the values
attached to mobility and future urban living as the group of adults in the Netherlands. Here there
was a strong social and collaborative element, and a strong environmental concern. As the
generational specialists advise us, the children are at the age of balancing what lifestyle and mobility
needs are satisfied and can be inherited from previous generations, and which ones they are
designated to change.

6.4 Citizens faced with new technology to assist their mobility
The focus group conducted in Haifa, Israel, examined the extent to which new technology was valued
and used by the different generations. As the respondent’s age increases, does their use of mobility
Apps, the use of social media decreases, as does the range of Applications that are used. The older
generations use WAZE, when navigating in their cars, in contrast to the use of a wide range of social
media used by the younger generations. The Millennials use technology the most – a variety of wayfinding Apps. and they also use social media channels for using public transport or walking in
unfamiliar areas. The citizens using new social media to enhance their mobility saw time savings as
a benefit, particularly as real time data allows you to avoid congestion and uncertainty: trips can be
more customised to what you want and the planning of trips can be easier and ‘comfortable’.

6.5 Citizens faced with automation
This focus group was undertaken in Rome, Italy, where the respondents were shown a selection of
automated mobility solutions. There was a diversity between those who saw automated public
transport as an advantage, cutting out the weaknesses of depending on a human element to drive
and control the vehicle, and those who felt human presence gave ‘a sense of safety and security’,
better at managing exceptional situations, for control and monitoring. Automated public transport
was seen as less risky than automated private cars. In full traffic in Rome, automated vehicles were
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seen as high risk, not as a result of the vehicle, but as a result of the indiscipline of others using the
street. Automated public transport would face too many obstacles and unexpected situations. If
there were special lanes or tracks reducing interference, then the acceptance would be much higher.
There was a sense that it might work elsewhere – but not here (in Rome).
Most of the respondents knew something about different elements of driver assistance. Automation
in cars was seen as being of great benefit when tailored to meet the needs of people with particular
impairments. In addition, the perception was that stress would reduce and provide opportunity for
activities.
The results of the validation exercises
with stakeholders included one-to-one
and group discussions with citizens
from Israel to Spain and from Italy to
the Netherlands. It included all
generations, from the youngest digital
aboriginals (in Spain) to the elderly (in
the Netherlands and Israel). It
included people who had relative
mobility disadvantage and highly
connected professionals. This indepth work underlines the ‘types’ and
‘range’ of issues that people have
across Europe. It provides the understanding that can be later developed into a statistical survey to
place ‘number’ to the ‘types’ identified (perhaps in the MIND-SETS legacy phase if funding were
possible). However, this dimension of the validation has shown that people are thinking of their
mobility in a wider context of their lives, and this is the central theme of the MIND-SETS approach.

7. Working with national stakeholders: the case of
Romania
In May 2016, the Romanian partner in the MIND-SETS consortium, EIP, organised a national
workshop to present and validate the MIND-SETS approach. The aim was to bring together
stakeholders from across the 4 target groups in the context of the
mobility situation facing a particular country. The workshop –
MIND-SETS: Footprints of future mobility – had a specially invited
audience of high level officers from national ministry and city
authorities, public transport operators, and the national research
community. In addition, listening and commenting on the national
discussion were (for comparison) participants from the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Portugal, Spain and Germany. The workshop
had presentations of the MIND-SETS approach and the
participants were then given ten questions to examine through
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interactive round table discussions. There was a final plenary session to present the conclusions, to
draw a consensus view, and to identify where there was diversity.
Answering the proposition that mobility ‘flexibility is the new habit’? The Romanian stakeholders saw
smart phones as the new mobility integrators, building on the world class Internet provision that
existed across the country (the 4th fastest in the World). People would in future organise their own
trip schedules in real time from a ‘basket of services’. The impact would vary however; in smaller
cities, such mobility would not be necessary apart from serving the needs of tourists. In contrast in
large cities such as Bucharest they will be widely used, mainly by the younger digital’ generations.
Flexibility ‘in the hand’ will be matched by flexible mobility services ‘on the ground’. The problem is
maximising the uptake, not the availability; and this is where MIND-SETS can help.
Is the stereotypical newly mobile person
we see in the professional media really
typical of what is happening out there:
That is, a person aged under 35, highly
digitally connected, university educated,
living within a city, confident and in control
– using cycle hire with Uber, car clubs and
public transport on-demand? It was felt
that technology was a great ‘equaliser’,
with similar impacts across countries.
What differs is the availability of the onthe-ground services. In Romania for
example, most of these schemes only
exist in Bucharest and one or two other cities. New mobility also exists as a minority phenomenon to
a car orientated society. Good communication infrastructure exists, but not matched by good on-theground infrastructure and this will affect the way that new mobility will develop in the country. This
discrepancy between supply and demand could delay the uptake of new mobility by 20 years – “It is
a chasing game – not a balancing one”.
Do people really know what mobility they want in the future: indeed is it worth asking them the
question? People’s thirst for new technology continues unabated; including in their mobility – but
how far can you take this argument? The workshop felt that there was a genuine split between those
in the mobility industry that feel that consumers will adapt to the products and services ‘put on the
shelf’, and those who feel that new mobility has respond very closely to users’ needs.
Romania has just completed a programme of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs) in all of the
major cities; and now the smaller cities are following suit – but do the transport models used show
mobility lifestyles beyond that of commuting patterns? Is the answer more complex models that can
incorporate the MIND-SETS understanding? The Romanian stakeholders were clear on this issue –
evermore-complex systems cannot model people and their needs and more complex models is not
the answer. We need to see where there are gaps in the planning system, not filled by models and
appraisal methods, where the deeper MIND-SETS understanding of mobility can fill the holes – either
mending the planning playing field or indeed laying a new one. Outside of models, authorities can
influence the way people interact through the design of new (meeting) spaces and making Wi-Fi
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widely available. The SUMPs have tended to focus on existing operators and this has not provided
space for new innovators into the market.
Can ‘big data’ improve mobility in general and in Romania? How might stakeholder take advantage
of it? It was agreed that big data is not very prominent in Romania in 2016- data are neither widely
available nor open sourced. Anyway, can the data be trusted – is the environment where the data is
collected from stable or unstable? There are models using big data but they are not moving outside
of the research and academic silos. In this context, reinforcing an earlier question, it was underlined
that big data should be used to simplify existing models, not making them more complex.
The stakeholders saw Romania as a
country of ‘old practises’ (later felt also to
be true of other countries, voiced by their
national representatives present at the
workshop). How is it possible to transform
‘new ideas in old practices’? It was felt
that multi-stakeholder participation was
improving in Romania but still had much
room for improvement. Public-private
partnerships must be increased to
accelerate new mobility services. The
public sector does not intervene in the
private sector to help bring new mobility
services to the market. Central
Government can help cities by providing
advice on suitable strategies for this.
How do Romanian stakeholders perceive mobility behaviour? Can behaviour be changed, taking into
account the ‘Romanian reality’? The feeling is that Romania needs to take on board the intelligence
from initiatives such as MIND-SETS and follow the European pattern. At the moment, mobility
behaviour is largely ignored – it is talked about but not addressed – so knowledge does not improve.
Access to a MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre would put (free) intelligence, online when it was needed.
The new providers – Uber, the car sharing companies etc. - could power the new mobility business
models. In Romania, it was seen that there should be a market for Uber-like innovation but taxi
mobility is very cheap and new services using this business model would have to select the niche
market very well to flourish. Informal carpooling is very popular in Romania but the formal carpooling
schemes using Apps. are finding it hard to find and sustain a market. In this climate in Romania, will
the sharing economy always operate on the margins?
This national workshop was a high level professional validation of MIND-SETS in the context of a
single country. MIND-SETS can assist the member states by offering support to the policies and
strategies being developed at the national level. The Romanian experience highlighted the similarity
in mind-sets for mobility, particularly among younger generations, but that the strides made in digital
mobility could not be matched in the short term by the physical infrastructure. It was an excellent
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event to underline what MIND-SETS can offer cities and regions across the member states, and a
strategy will be developed for the legacy period to maximise this benefit.

8. Working with the DG Research safety cluster
The European Commission set-up research project clusters of the relevant projects to look for
consensus issues and direction across all modes of transport. Following a major conference in
December 2014 on the issue of transport safety research in Genoa (attended by MIND-SETS
partners), a cluster was established on “Future mobility, challenges for human factors and
behaviour”. This first met in Brussels and MIND-SETS (the Scientific Coordinator) was one of 29
experts representing all of the safety projects, air, waterborne, rail and road funded by the
Commission. In addition, as many EC officers from DG Research and DG MOVE attended. Ten safetyrelated projects made short presentations to provoke the general discussion and consensus building
exercise:
PROJECTS
MAN4AGEN
FutureSkySafety
OPTICS
SEAHORSE
CASCADe
CyClaDes
XCYCLE
PROSPECT
UDRIVE
AdaptIVe

PRESENTERS
Joris FIELD
Lennaert SPEIJKER
Barry KIRWAN
Osman TURAN
Bertram WORTELEN
Nikos VENTIKOS
Gabriele PRATI
Laura SANZ
Nicole VAN NES
Emma JOHANSSON

ENTITY
NLR - Netherlands Aerospace Centre
NLR- Netherlands Aerospace Centre
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC)
Strathclyde University
OFFIS Universität Oldenburg
National Technical University of Athens
University of Bologna
Applus Idiada Automotive Technology
Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV)
Volvo Group Trucks Technology (GTT)

The workshop agreed that human factors and behaviour were at the centre of new technological
development in transport. Many of the safety issues are relevant to the detailed human-machine
interface level of application: distraction, reaction to alerts, overconfidence, cognitive overload,
fatigue etc. other factors related to those of core interest to the MIND-SETS roots: for example,
health, impairment, risk, automation security, and sustainable liveability in cities.
The results of the discussion highlighted some of the issues emerging from other arms of the MINDSETS stakeholder engagement:
• Regarding automation, developments must have ‘the driver’ at the centre of the transition to
automation (for example driving experience and the ability to take control from automated
driving mode). Humans must be involved in the driving and piloting process.
• The need for a broader approach to the safety issue that takes in the wider context: That is,
safer, seamless mobility, more connected urban areas and a more liveable suburbia – linking
automation and technology to socio-economic issues and the need to reduce car use
• Air and rail transport have high levels of automation and yet retain human capabilities as a
resource, focusing on unusual and emergency situations: for example situations when an
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•

•

automated public road vehicle may conflict with pedestrians. Cyclists and powered twowheelers.
One problem of automation is that, over time, humans will lose driving skills and increase the
reliance on ITS systems. It will be important somehow to build in education for control and
recovery at unexpected events if automated mobility is to be used. One can imagine a future
where users become less used to driving, are less aware of rules, and where their skills might
deplete and have reduced relevance.
‘People-centred design’ is a key element of research on new mobility. Aspects such as user
acceptance, user expectations and mobility values should be assessed, considered and
incorporated in the design of new transport systems. In this respect, public authorities play a
key coordination role.

Many of the safety concerns discussed in this research cluster reflect the roots defined in the MINDSETS Mobility DNA, though developed at the human to machine interface level, rather than at the
level of mobility lifestyles. There is concern for increased automation and loss of control, or the
ability to control. We can compare this with the popularity of car-based satellite navigation systems,
which, when introduced, many thought would not replace maps. However, their use is so widespread
in the modern age that people are no longer able to read maps or have a mental map of the space
they live and travel in. The same will happen with the automation of mobility. The final conclusion –
the call for people-centred design – lies at the heart of the MIND-SETS approach. The cluster
provided a number of important areas where insights should be provided by MIND-SETS.

9. Working with the MIND-SETS Think Tank
9.1 The composition of the MIND-SETS Think Tank
The MIND-SETS Think Tank (TT) was a group of 20 high level stakeholders that were recruited at the
proposal stage of the MIND-SETS project. They include stakeholders from all 4 MIND-SETS target
groups – from the transport and ITS industries, from national transport ministries to city authorities,
worldwide and European network organisations and representatives of transport user groups. Apart
from a continuing one-to-one dialogue during the project, over half of the TT met in Brussels in
September 2016 to validate the MIND-SETS approach and discuss the best way that the project’s
output could support the MIND-SETS target groups. The event, over two days, comprised a detailed
presentation of each element of the MIND-SETS findings, the approach, and the proposed strategy
for supporting the target groups both during the project and (more importantly) after the project’s
formal closure in May 2017. The primary value of the event was the workshop discussion on the
nature of the support to be provided by MIND-SETS.

9.2 The MIND-SETS approach to support key policy issues
The value of MIND-SETS, as a European Commission initiative, is to provide support that can provide
leverage to the work being done at national, regional and city levels in the Member States. The
exploitation of the project, through a good support system will go a long way to guaranteeing that.
One senior Commission officer commented – “It is excellent that the Commission have funded a
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project that looks further than just ‘the objective’ to address where the Commission can add value
and fill the current gaps in research and understanding.
The TT stressed that the
underlying issue is how to
change people’s mobility
behaviour. There seem to be
many techniques that can
change the behaviour of
small numbers of individuals
(in the short term and at
considerable
cost
per
change);
the
problem
remains how to change the
behaviour of larger numbers
of people. It was underlined
that car manufacturers have understood for a long time the need to address the deeper values that
govern mobility decisions – as now underlined by MIND-SETS. However, professional planners seem
resistant to adopt these tactics of persuasion in favour of ‘more logical’ reasoning. Many of the
people who change behaviour only ‘do more of what they were doing anyway’ – for example more
walk or cycle trips. The key is to identify the habit. This may be ‘hidden’, that is, not the sequence of
trips but a lifestyle habit. The MIND-SETS approach has shown, though incorporating knowledge from
the neurosciences, how we can identify habits and what causes them, in order to plan strategies for
changing them. Going out of the box in MIND-SETS has generated significant added value.
In mainstream transport planning, the
emphasis is on sustainable development.
Planning consultants are hired to assist
developers to get planning consent for new
developments. In the arguments for consent,
the emphasis of the arguments mainly focus
on model predictions of traffic flows,
infrastructure, roads and cars – ‘predict and
provide’. Planners need to be able to sell the
concept of new mobility to developers and to
authorities and MIND-SETS can play a crucial
role in this respect. “They need a real evidence
base supporting the ideas of the new mobility –
constantly fighting people trying to prove them
wrong (to build another road)”. This can also
work in reverse: for example in a medium sized town, already congested, there is a lot of resistance
to building new homes.
The knowledge in MIND-SETS can assist the planning target group to build-in a stronger
understanding of mobility into design. One strategy for this is ‘Design – Choice – Behaviour’. Design
to internalise mobility locally, create choices that make it easy to travel sustainably, management
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that can encourage a particular behaviour (for example by isolating the congestion to particular
areas). Mobility management is still struggling to be accepted against a tide of people automatically
choosing cars. There is a need to look at the mobility lifestyles of people and communities that have
achieved sustainable living environments.
There is the need to sell the new mobility lifestyle - but as a lifestyle package, not just the mobility
parts of it. Tailored solutions for individual lifestyles should be emphasised and people need to be
able to visualise the outcomes and answer the usual negative response, “Great, but that could not
happen here” (for example the case of the citizens in Rome cited in Section 6).
The change in generational values, highlighted in the MIND-SETS approach, is a major driver for
lifestyle and mobility change. Many paradoxes have emerged: for example, the older Baby Boomer
generation listen to the younger Millennial generation – the first time this has happened. Industry
needs to know how this knowledge can inform new mobility products and services – MIND-SETS has
to address this as a primary theme. The values and desires identified in the MIND-SETS approach
can be of enormous support in the industry: for example, a product may go out of favour with young
people if older generations are attracted by it. Conversely, the young adopt innovations designed for
older people because they are more personalised and customised for them. The new generations are
volatile – short interest spans and rapidly changing fashions and social norms. MIND-SETS can
advise on how mobility products and services can hold the interest of the market.
Much is spoken of new mobility, but despite the time given within the research community, is
European society still at the ‘early adopter’ stage in this process of innovation? For example, shared
mobility – will it continue to increase or has it reached its limit. The MIND-SETS work on sharing and
bonding here is a breakthrough that this industry can build on. The target groups need policies that
can harness the strengths of a sharing society to solve mobility issues – for examples on the first
and last miles of a journey.

9.3 Validating the design and content of the MIND-SETS support
strategy
The discussion on the nature of the MIND-SETS output focused on three questions:
1. When you try to find information, where do you go, where do you search for it?
2. What if there is a dynamic dimension to the website? You ask a question there and a particular
expert answers it.
3. If you have a knowledge centre, how would you like to receive the information?
From this discussion, the project was able to re-focus the design of the MIND-SETS Knowledge
Centre (MSKC) and the form in which the intelligence is provided and used within it. The result was a
very successful mechanism to provide tailored support to the target groups, rather than the text of
generic guidelines and a simple website to hold them on. The workshop transferred the idea of
prescriptive ‘guidelines’ into a process of ‘guidance’, built into the MSKC, and transforming the form
of the intelligence input from ‘guidelines’ to `insights’.
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The discussion revealed many excellent points to validate the approach for MIND-SETS support, and
these points are summarised below.

9.3.1 When you try to find information, where do you go, where do you search
for it?
The clear answer to this question is – go to the source. Normally, the process is to search Google or
an information portal such as ELTIS or TRIP, or contact a colleague by email or Skype and use the
informal network to find what you want. However, the stakeholders felt that seldom was anything
useful found on ELTIS. So if all this fails, you can make your own hypothesis and test it (for example
on people in the office). Then again, it depends on the type of information you are looking for –
Twitter for example can be said to share knowledge before it is even knowledge, but the danger here
is a plethora of poor quality material as well. Even here fashions are changing fast - for example
Facebook is no longer a younger generation social medium. The ELTIS example is an interesting one
– it provides a general description of initiatives in cities and sometimes a contact (but not a person)
for further information: but most likely, you need specific intelligence that these more generic sites
cannot provide: On the subject of mobility behaviour, there are none. The ITS industry representative
stated that he was active in a number of organisations across the mobility industry –including ITS
(UK), ERTICO, The MaaS Alliance, IRF and the ITS Observatory. The main way he collected
information was from websites and the contacts they provide. MIND-SETS should set-up links with
these target groups and observatories.

9.3.2 What if there is a dynamic dimension to the website? You ask a question
there and a particular expert answers it.
One of the mobility industry representatives on the TT remarked that ‘I would prefer to go to an
organisation and for them to respond. Of course there is the issue of whether the information you
receive is impartial or ‘commercial’ – but sites like ELTIS just lead us into a cul-de-sac”. Another
remarked that they have looked at the CIVITAS site: “Normally I try the official websites. Even CIVITAS
can have some information about what is going on but you do not have the right level and depth of
information – so you fall back on those around you to see if anybody knows”. One TT member made
a strong point to both MIND-SETS, for its legacy strategy, and to the Commission – “In my
experience, every project has a website, and then the money runs out”.

9.3.3 If you have a knowledge centre, how would you like to receive the
information?
When this issue was raised, the TT members had a unanimous first reaction – “Please no more EC
Guideline documents”. Thus to offer support, a new strategy would have to be formulated in the
project. It was also clear from the previous discussion that, to be of greatest benefit to the target
groups, the knowledge insights to be used for support had to be tailored to address the specific
needs of the stakeholder at a specific moment – with confident back-up information. This was the
primary frustration with current information portals and EC generic guideline documents. Through
this validation exercise, MIND-SETS was able to progress to a new level in EC projects.
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One of the practising planners commented that on a day-to day basis, he did not use his computer.
He would wish to access a knowledge centre for tailored information on his smart phone. For
example, I am on site, a potential carpool scheme is discussed and there is an issue as to whether
people would be likely to use it. This point was well clarified by the TT representative from the ITS
industry, “ If you want to get information about carpooling, you go to the ITS Observatory which has
information there. If you want to know about how a certain segment of the population would engage
in carpooling, you come to the MSKC.
There are various models you could adopt – for example a database managed by one person (with
potentially selective information), a self-managed system like Wikipedia (where information on some
subjects is patchy), or an IM exchange model, where questions are referred to experts (with profiles)
who provide answers. However, getting people to ask questions on a website is difficult. The
audience for the MSKC is very wide – both strategists with time to search, and practising planners
who want some result right now.
The project legacy for the MSKC has to think who the mainstream users will be. Will people
contribute to the MSKC for free? Perhaps we remain too technology focused? The information
cannot be commercialised and so the larger companies, if impressed, will simply take the idea. We
need to think of these issues in the legacy plan. One practising planner on the TT responded that he
would be prepared to pay for it; the important thing is not what the cost is but how good is the
intelligence. “When it is tested in in our planning cases, it is tested to the nth degree. We have
thought about the MIND-SETS support in this way and it will be important to consolidate the
understanding and ideas in the MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre with the source evidence behind it”.
The riposte from another TT member was equally useful. “But you could, as a result of your work,
contribute the result as evidence on the MSKC, and compare with the evidence of others. It is
knowledge sharing but this element has to be in the initial design.
The conclusion to the MSKC designers from the very useful TT workshop were – the MSKC has to
have two levels of information – (i) quick knowledge, and (ii) deeper level understanding - it needs
quality assurance in its management for reliability, source material and contacts – it has the
opportunity to learn from those using it, and from new knowledge, and to engage those who use it.

10. Endnote
The opinions expressed in the preceding sections have been insightful and provided the consortium
with a clear confidence that the seemingly risky journey that was embarked upon in December 2014
to develop a better understanding of mobility had succeeded. Furthermore, the direction given has
provided the consortium with excellent ideas to better tailor both the approach and the knowledge
centre to be most effective. Finally, the engagement has provided clear lines for taking forward the
work into the legacy phase of the project, to ensure a strong and sustainable future for MIND-SETS.
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